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Venus 9.1 Demonstration to SABIC’s Panel of Technical Experts in the pursuit 
of adding value to Saudi Arabia’s sustainable technological growth in 
petrochemicals industries. 

Advanced Creativity Company, Jubail Industrial City, Saudi Arabia in 
partnership with ARIX Technologies, USA brought one of the most 
leading and innovative technology with proven track record in Robotics-
in-service for the Pipeline Inspection solution to Saudi Arabia’s Oil & Gas 
and Petrochemical Industry.   

This Robotic technology has proven to Reduce Cost, Enhance Data, and 
Improve Safety for customers in USA and saves a huge time and efforts 
by performing inspection while the pipeline is insulated and still in 
service without the need for scaffolding and avoiding risks of 
technicians performing inspection at height by allowing Robots to climb 
itself and travel along pipe to inspect.  
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Identifying such a futuristic technology, Advanced Creativity Company 
President Mr.Mubarak Rashed took initiatives communicating with 
ARIX technologies and signed partnership to provide this service 
features to Saudi Arabia’s Oil & Gas and Petrochemicals Industries. 
This technology has already got huge interest by Saudi Aramco & 
SABIC Asset Integrity Management. Demonstration and training 
workshop has been ongoing to adapt this technology in several 
industrial facilities in Saudi Arabia and believed to replace most of the 
convention inspection techniques that costs more time and risks.   

Advanced Creativity Company successfully mobilized VENUS Robot 
9.1 & 9.2 to Saudi Arabia to provide Inspection service. Operational 
demonstration and service features are done successfully to a Panel 
of Technical Experts from SABIC in the pursuit of adding value to 
Saudi Arabia’s sustainable technological growth in petrochemicals 
industries. Venus 9.1 has already backed a 5-year contract to inspect 
pipelines at SABIC Facilities and expected to start its journey to 
provide its service benefits shortly. Communication regarding 
technical discussion and clarifications are on-going with Saudi Aramco 
for similar service.  

 

 

ADVCCO’S President Mr.Mubarak Rashed quoted,                
“ADVCCO’s management and associates executes the business 
operations keeping in mind that the end results align with our 
motto, “ DO BUSINESS DELIVERING VALUES” 
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